Rome in Asterix comics. Building on models of civilization theory, Heinz-Peter Preußer contrasts the atavistic, omnipotent, untamed, and thus child-like behavior of the Gauls with the adult world of the Romans, bogged down in capitalist and bureaucratic mechanisms. This makes the comics ideal reading for children and young adults and the perfect medium for rejuvenating Antiquity.
This multifaceted collection of essays successfully charts promising lines of enquiry both in terms of content and methodology. All works discussed are thoroughly presented and summarized so that readers can easily follow the argument even without having read all primary texts. Thanks to the broad spectrum of approaches featured, the book will equally appeal to scholars of literature and culture as to scholars and professionals in education. Andrea Weinmann sets the stage by asking about the influence of foreign-language children's literature on the development of German-language children's literature. She comes to the interesting conclusion that historiographies of books for children and young adults in Germany have to include translations if they want to be representative and innovative. Instead of limiting studies to works originally written in German, scholars should rather look at all works published in German.
JUTTA REUSCH
In her contribution, Emer O'Sullivan explores the problem of cultural adaptation in translations and addresses the question of what remains "untranslatable." Thanks to the "so-called globalization," formerly untranslatable aspects can be "defused and do not always need to be 'domesticated'." Even an excellent translation need not completely eliminate foreignness. It should be ambitious enough to "welcome" the original in the target language and to let the reader experience its diversity.
Ernst Seibert sets out to define the culturally and literary autonomous character of Austrian children's literature by asking how and why this concept has been used in scholarship-especially in comparative studies with German children's literature. Reviewing the development scholarship on Austrian children's literature, he shows how the particularism has been used at times as an ideological front.
Susanne Blum and Jana Mikota open the second section with their joint analysis of novels for young readers written in exile by Austrian authors and German writer Erika Mann. They advance the hypothesis that all texts that took shape in exile address questions of cultural identity, explore the paradoxes of assimilation, or look at how images of the Self and of the Other overlap. All novels revolve around a child or young adult protagonist. The topic of "interculturality" thus proves to be far from new in German-speaking children's literature, and some of these authors are well worth rediscovering.
The Austrian "victim narrative" ("Austria as the alleged first victim of National Socialist aggression") in Austrian literature for young adult is the topic of Kerstin Gittinger's essay. How and when could this conviction be questioned and transformed? Gittinger looks at how the celebration of resistance in Austrian young adult literature could possibly have served the "falsification" or simplification of a complex historical period, for example, by veiling the behavior of passive followers and conformists.
Anna Stemman analyzes how the themes of interculturality, otherness, and identity are treated in recent books for young adults. How do they portray the process of integration in public and urban settings? The literary cityscape offers many metaphors for inclusion, marginalization, and exclusion as well as for transitional situations in the lives of adolescents.
Hajnalka Nagy investigates the motif of the travelling child into foreign countries in contemporary travel literature for children and young adults. She wants to know whether recent books live up to their promise to transmit respect towards other cultures, how they use curiosity and irritation, how they address their colonial heritage, and whether they critically reflect or avoid paternalistic, colonially conditioned ways of seeing. Nagy challenges authors to face their own "otherness" and to reflect their own colonial mechanisms.
Christina Ulm approaches the present with the universes of "future fiction" and post-apocalyptic dystopias by drawing interesting parallels to relevant films. She convincingly argues that the futurist realities or fictitious cultures of future centuries are less about the future than about the present-whose faults, smoldering conflicts, and scenarios they engage with by using clever and subversive literary practices.
The third section regroups essays presenting individual works. Sarolta Lipóczi talks about authors of Hungarian literature, such as Agota Kristóf or Zsusza Bank, and about their works for children. Nadine-Maria Seidel critically assesses recent novels whose protagonists are Afghan children: Born Under a Million Shadows by Andrea Busfield and The Boy Who Found Happiness by Edward van de Vendel and Anoush Elman. Wolfgang Biesterfeld looks at the Flying Dutchman as a literary figure and stereotype, asking whether newer incarnations succeeded in evading the underlying anti-Semitic and anti-Arab attributions of earlier versions.
Based on the picturebook version of Eric and other works, Jasmin Schäfer examines how Shaun Tan approaches the topic of foreignness. Her contribution is a welcome counterpoint at the end of these very original, diverse conference proceedings of thoroughly researched papers. While some of the works discussed in the volume are mostly well-intentioned, Shaun Tan achieves true artistic mastery and intellectual integrity. Tan's work perfectly illustrates how the processes of cultural exchange can be adequately portrayed: by presenting an authentic narrative about migration, exile, and escape from different perspectives and true to both their comic and dramatic nature without obscuring their potential for conflict or open questions-and all of this sustained by an optimistic and kind attitude.
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